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October 7, 2009

Ms. Erica M. Hamilton
Commission Secretary
British Columbia Utilities Commission
Sixth Floor - 900 Howe Street
Vancouver, BC V6Z 2N3

Dear Ms. Hamilton:

RE: Project No. 3698545
British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC)
British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority (BC Hydro)
BCUC Inquiry into British Columbia's Long-Term Transmission
Infrastructure (Transmission Inquiry)

BC Hydro writes with respect to Appendix A to BCUC Order No. G-108-09 (Exhibit A-
21), which invites written submissions from Transmission Inquiry Participants with
respect to two issues:

1. "First Nations Phase" - Conducting the Transmission Inquiry "in phases to
allow for a specific phase focused on transmission and other issues
important to First Nations". The BCUC goes on to state that under this
heading, it "will consider such matters as location(s) where this phase of the
Inquiry will be held, whether these proceedings should be less formal and
structured, and whether specific First Nations scenarios should be developed
and reviewed during this phase".

2. "First Nations Consultant(s)" - The BCUC states that it will "seek to engage a
First Nations consultant or consultants to assist [BCUC] staff and the Inquiry
Panel to engage effectively with First Nations so as to better understand First
Nations issues in this Inquiry". BC Hydro understands that such consultant(s)
would be engaged directly by the BCUC pursuant to section 8 of the Utilities
Commission Act.

BC Hydro comments on both issues below.

1. First Nations Phase

At the Third Procedural Conference, BC Hydro expressed an interest in exploring the
idea of conducting the Transmission Inquiry oral hearing in phases (T4 page 865, lines
14-20). BC Hydro supports the establishment of a specific phase to the oral hearing
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"focused on transmission and other issues important to First Nations". BC Hydro takes
no position as to the location(s) for such a specific phase to the oral hearing.

BC Hydro is concerned with what is meant by the term "less formal and structured". In
BC Hydro's view, the Transmission Inquiry regional sessions already provide for a "less
formal and structured" environment for First Nations, local communities and others to
make oral presentations to the BCUC Panel. BC Hydro respectfully submits that the
term "less formal and structured" as applied to a specific phase of the oral hearing
"focused on transmission and other issues important to First Nations" cannot entail any
departure from the strictest adherence to the principles of natural justice. In particular,
such a phase must include the right to test evidence through cross-examination.

2. First Nations Consultant(s)

At this time, BC Hydro is uncomfortable with the BCUC Panel appointing consultant(s)
"to assist [BCUC] staff and the Inquiry Panel to engage effectively with First Nations so
as to better understand First Nations issues in this Inquiry". There appears to be the
potential for significant overlap between the terms of reference for such consultant(s),
and the possible terms of reference for a First Nations Advisory Panel. For example, at
the Third Procedural Conference, BC Hydro submitted that one possible role for a First
Nations Advisory Panel would be to give advice to the BCUC as to where to host
regional sessions, and how to make those regional sessions amenable to First Nations
participation (T4, pg. 742, Ins. 25-26 to pg. 743, lines 1-3). This appears to be one of the
roles contemplated for a First Nations consultant. BC Hydro urges the BCUC Panel to
refrain from engaging First Nations consultant(s) until it has reviewed and endorsed First
Nations proposals for a First Nations Advisory Panel. Pursuant to Exhibit A-21, First
Nations proposals are to be submitted by October 14, 2009.

If the BCUC Panel decides that it will engage First Nations consultant(s), BC Hydro
respectfully submits that the engagement process must be done in a transparent
fashion, including circulation by the BCUC of the identity of the First Nations
consultant(s), and draft terms of reference and scope of work to be undertaken by the
consultant(s). BC Hydro also submits that there should be an opportunity for Participants
to comment on such draft terms of reference and scope of work. The role of the
consultant(s) should be made clear, and the engagement of the consultant(s) should be
in accordance with the principles of natural justice, and in particular the consultant(s)
should not be providing the BCUC Panel with evidence that cannot be tested. In this
regard, BC Hydro notes the information provided by BCUC Counsel at the Third
Procedural Conference concerning the engagement of an economist, Dr. Waters, in the
1990s who produced a report that was presented as evidence, and who was made
available for cross examination (T4, page 700, lines 20-26 to page 701, lines 1-7).
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For further information, please contact the undersigned.

Yours sincerely,

Joanna Sofield
Chief Regulatory Officer
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c. BCUC Project No. 3698545 Registered Participant Distribution List.




